INCLUSIVE PARTICIPATORY ZOOM SESSIONS

CREATIVE WRITING FOR WELLBEING
AUGUST – OCTOBER 2020

2020 was a year dominated by the Covid 19 virus outbreak. Like many organisations in the
field, our live events – inclusive participatory music workshops – normally running in three
locations across London, were forced temporarily to close down.
The Creative Writing for Wellbeing Sessions formed part of our response to the crisis. In order to
maintain contact and to provide alternative ways of connecting with our volunteers and
participants, we had quickly adapted in March 2020 to instigate sessions run via the Zoom
internet facility.
Generous funding later in the year from United Way UK enabled us to offer this three month
provision of 2 workshops per week which produced 12 pieces of creative writing, with
accompanying illustrations and an on-line audio-visual presentation featuring music, soundscape
and narration of the poems and prose produced. 85 people took part over the period, with weekly
attendances averaging around 25 – 30.
Each week the creative process consisted of an initial, open, zoom session. This facilitated
discussion and expression around the impact of the virus and concerns about its effects like
lockdown and social distancing, as well a chance for social interaction, and general conversations
about how people were coping, and emotions or memories arising.
We managed and recorded the sessions carefully so that every participant was able to give input
and stimulus, reactions and thoughts. All contributed to the creative endeavour, whether by
gesture, speech, sound, or showing drawings or items from their environments.
The raw transcripts of the sessions were then redacted to de-personalise the contributions and
edited slightly to provide a coherent basis for progression.
Each week we asked for potential writers who wanted to do further work to receive this text and to
produce poems or pieces of prose based on it, generally generating 3 - 5 pieces in response. We
then held a second zoom meeting to look at all the submissions, and as a group choose the one
we wanted to include in the final compilation.
These were then sent to our illustrator (who had been selected from a small group of people who
offered work in the first week). After final editing and selection from sketches we then compiled
and formatted the finished texts and illustrations for inclusion in the audio-visual presentation.
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Why So Blue?

Why so blue? She asked I'm remembering the past, I said
Popples and ripples grow into waves
Distant sights and sounds
Dappled shade
Lavender lapping at the edge of the park pond
White swans, red roses, green grass
The model boats make sail
In the breeze that lifts her shawl
My senses overcome, until
The scent of the roses pulls me back
Do you remember the old village? I asked
Do you remember the time before?
The time before time stopped?

Train
Alone on a steam train chug chugging along through billowing clouds of white steam
Staring out of the window, heading north in a haze
Towards memories of Scotland and bygone days
I don't want to be under this train
Streaming on, through wind and pelting rain, lapping up landscape and sky
I see lonely windmills across open fields, and church spires flashing by
Feeling hearty and healthy, heaving sighs of content, I’m swaying from side to side
I don't want to be under this train in the rain
I don't want to be under this train
Happy with the comforting rhythmic movements, dancing memories flood my brain
A pulsating polka, it moves ever faster, now l can smell the rain
The train clambers on, up a long winding bank, puffing with effort and strain
I don't want to be under this train, in pain
I don't want to be under this train
Up, up and slowly on over the top - then a whoop of delight
As it courses ever faster through gushes of water cascading to either side
Passing under the arches of a high and mighty bridge
Then lost in the darkness of a tunnel. With a hiss,
There comes a long silence, with bated breath and eyes closed,
Waiting, waiting, waiting for the light to reappear
Then - whoosh, racing from the tunnel like lightning in a storm
With a groan of aching metal, hurtling towards my destination, into the fading light
I don't want to be under this train - I’m sane
I don't want to be under this train
It’s seven o’clock and the city’s alive, filled with traffic of buses and cars
Bagpipes a-wailing in an ocean of noise
Announce my arrival like a Celebrity Star
Through the din and the grime, peaceful thoughts come to mind
Of my mother’s warm embrace, the brush of her hair against my face
And my brothers too, standing with open arms, ready to welcome me home

Opera and Crackers
We waited for the silent one
In our on screen Zoom meeting room
Listening for gestures, signs of life
Counting in our heads 1, 2, 3 - boom!
Background noise shocked us - woke
We deliberated - is it Ha Ha Ha crack up laughter?
Or cackling HA HA HA, evil opera Diva?
Opera can be frightening, heavy, deep
Opera can elicit euphoria - evoke
Sublime tear filled feelings
Liquid emotions - running on water
Closing curtains intimate it’s an opera
Our silent screener just can’t be happy today
Waiting for a scan of the leg - waiting for the ‘letter’
As we wait to scan poems - eye the blank screen for her Impatience
Waiting for the opera to finish
The theatre – it’s always curtains at the end
Not understanding the words but filled with…….
Moved by the euphoria opera gives her, ‘Feels me up with emotion’
Outliving batteries – even Duracell bunnies - technological failing
Feelings live on – phantoms from the opera haunt our heads
Alien words allude - Italian or Taiwanese? - Feelings live
That ha ha ha - of a saint or sinner - stays in the brain
Hiding - we heard a female voice
Mother stepped out from swelling curtains, ‘mother of a long-long time ago’
Brings emotion - the places we hid from our mothers, undulating folds of curtain
The places we visited with our mothers - the ballet - a panto Always a swan gliding - or a goose gendering
The baddie is usually behind the curtains
Conzoomed in the online experience our feelings recounted, decided in the end
To a crackling mobile - that breathed and
Crackle cackle crackled on - resounding - unanimous - hilarious
Opera and crackers!

A Warm Embrace

A Warm Embrace

The violent wind called out to the darkness and the cat purring on her
lap responded. The distant sounds of an owl hooting, the elderly
neighbour singing off-key and the fire crackling under her toes was an
orchestra to the ear. In the comfort of the armchair and the warm hot
chocolate at hand, her imagination rose to great horizons; her mind
moving swiftly between the 4 seasons.
Joy, sadness, fear and excitement.
Each emotion portrayed by distinctive periods of time. Though home
was cosy, the memory of her parents reflected the cold outside.
Suddenly, the fire was not so warm, the owl’s hoot was no longer
welcoming and the once loved orchestra became an intolerable
mixture of noise she was struggling to digest. The ancient chill had
once again returned.
Bit by bit tranquillity left her body like falling autumn leaves until she
became a bare tree and her mind was the eerie garden. Then she
noticed the moon. The silver moon that shone so bright, its reflection
in the pool blinded the eye. It was in this light that she tended to find
an escape.
Therefore, in her desperate state, she longed for the moon to show
her the way as if it were the star of Bethlehem. But when she saw the
clouds emerging in the duvet that covered the earth, she realised that
this time the answer was not in the sky but rather in the warm
embrace of her heart.

Puzzling Times Call For Poetic Detection

To solve this lockdown predilection
Things n rooms
We Zoom
We loom
We recce their tomb-like homes
Their pride and joys
Maybe toys - a blow up buoy
Keeps them afloat
And we talking about
Necklaced shawl - held by a clasp
Embracing a loved one
Like a favourite food
Singsonasagne - bananas and bread
Fun with a fan - we wave - we’re coy
We could write a message - spread our word
Dance a fandango with a castanet clack
Weave a message, create energy with a hand clap
Interlocked fingers create the church
And there’s the steeple and here we are
We’re the people
Yet three in a box on the screen
Seem like ghosts until we see
A movement - a sign – a sigh - a smile
Listening for the rasp
We’re connected just as crabs’ claws pincering fish
The circle the cycle goes on and on
- treasure the silence - the love - the gift

The Bare Bear’s Beer

Assigned to a witness protection program
Moses drinks water in an Old English tavern
Whilst a vicar drinks dregs from the barrel
Warmed with a poker, a red-hot poker

How do you exist without drinking beer?

The vicar, now drunk, runs away from a spider
Arms and legs moving faster and faster,
Some people like spiders, money spiders are lucky too,
But others still run when they crawl out of the blue!

A yawning old bear came to the rescue,
Lumbering around the small tables and chairs,
Could be seen but not heard
Then suddenly lurches forward, blurry eyes, sharp teeth…
Was it all a dream in that leafy beer garden?

Lavender
The heat of a summer’s day intensifies intoxicating aroma and
bright yellow blur of bees swirling, lost in exploring their delicious
kingdom. Their collective low contented humming tingles in my ear.
It is absolutely joyous.
Some love lavender, while others hold their noses
A pong too strong for delicate posies
Rubbing and smooshing the stems and flowers
To make a purse for the midnight hours
A nurse to soothe your revenant muse
But a gypsy curse should you refuse
To buy the bunch of floral charms
That would keep you safe and free from harm
The bees are heavy and drunk with purple nectar. I know this
because the strong aroma makes me feel heady. I become afraid!
It might draw me into their bee kingdom. I want to stay human.
Who would have thought that a smell could divide,
That a fragrance could force us to choose a side?
Some prefer onions, find lavender cloying
Stickily sweet and, frankly, annoying
Hard to wash off the lingering trace
Of visits to Grandma, blue rinse and lace
A cliché? Perhaps - but these memories serve
To wrap us up warm and calm our nerves
Oh! that intoxicating aroma.
Motivator, activator, catalyst supreme
Lavender lures us deep into dreams
Of walking together in soft evening rain
And hearing once more the old refrain
Lavender's blue, dilly dilly, Lavender's green
When you are king, dilly dilly, I shall be queen

The Tooth Hurts
The hole in your tooth was letting in more than water
Drove you to distraction
Now you want my extraction
Where were you when I needed you
To brush me. Floss me. Desensitise me
Now this butcher holds me up
Like a prize - I was with you so long
Ok not as long as your tongue
But I came, I sawed your food, I conquered those tough battles with toffee
The lifetime of mint crunch - difficult lunches - midnight munchies
It’s more than a tooth can bear
The truth is - you didn’t care
Until the throbs in your gob became too much
I tried to warn you - I suffered enough
Tough love is all you gave, and in return
You had to learn - I gave you six months
Just to fit me in between meals - use a brush
To cleanse and remove remnants of food and stuff
In Italy in vino veritas - yes you sot - got over the pain Why didn’t you visit a dentist then?
The best they say? I’m not sure but, hey - even Butcher Blackburn in old
Barnsley Town would have done!
With plonk, paracetamol and screams
Relax, breathe - beseech your Divinity
Hearing the drill from the waiting room - a scream - the fear that the
dentist is a maniac torturer - all your hedonistic nights - helped lead you to
this for the feeling of the anaesthetic - the lidocaine - it’s alright, it’s alright
it’s alright ...
My name is Michael Caine!
Now this torturer will hold me like a trophy
So it’s not you as per - it’s me
I have to leave - you just wash out your mouth with that smelly pink potion
While I lay at the bottom of a pit of tissues, cotton wool and dressings
May your bill be huge - may the metal spike with the falsie I’m replaced
with cost you an arm and a leg
May your grappling stomach nerves’ internal aerobics teach you a lesson
That’ll teach you
I go to my end with dignity - you’ll miss me more than I’ll miss you!
Forsooth ... your tooth!

Scarf
Half covers a face
Half covers a head
Wraps the whole head revealing just eyes
Shaped like Medjool dates – brown, big
Shemagh for North Africans,
Bedouins’ protection in Saharan dust clouds
Mysterious harems dance the Seven Veils in Hollywood epics
Sail the wind like scarves flying - tied on a wrist at a Cup Final
Abide with Me
Or a rock concert - rocking - side to side
Tied under chins, many patterned squares, worn by ladies and the Queen
Knotted - secure - safely covering ears to shield
Draughts - some put a scarf under their pillow - sleep enhanced
Some people have a cupboard full - prefer a selection
Tasselled silk - satin - international cottons - cashmere - cushioned
luxurious beauty - polyester - rayon – nylon; sweat induced duty
Wrapped and pinned - around the neck fastened with a ring
Pashmina shawls from hair of goats from the Himalaya region
Treasures for presents for mums and sisters
Sleek and soft - height of comfy sophistication
Nature’s gift to keep us softly warm
It’s suggested a scarf can be made of plastic!
Genius idea - to help the planet
Adapt, reform culprits who blithely discard
Bottles, containers - left on beaches
Who don’t respect nature - let it be a warning
I am unclean - I murder the earth - the future
I should put my rubbish in a waste basket!
Scarves have a multitude of practical uses
Even as a bag or a mask - no excuses!

Zoom

I saw myself moving on a zooming screen
Through the camera’s deathless eye
Saw myself waving and making faces
Framed in a pixel box
I saw myself running, scared, hands up,
From what? - I just don’t know
I saw myself grinning and sticking out my tongue
Taking the micky, making you laugh
I saw myself flying, white knuckled
On a rickety roller coaster by the sea
Saw the people screaming down below
Holding on to my pal for dear, dear life
I saw myself dancing the Hokey Cokey
An in - out - turnaround mystery
Saw the lake and the ducks from the park Pagoda
Sipping coffee, hello you
I saw myself turn to a new page
Pen hovering to write the next line
I saw antelope leaping through seas of grass
A picture to paint, a joy to feel

Let Me Take You On A Journey To My Friend’s House

Build high
On The cusp of a ridge
Brushed azure gems from your cheek
Tattoo of sages at your throat
Binding buds, cotton, silken links
All seeing across ages
Tip the hat, revel and reveal
Matching step for step, stick play in harmony
Turn around and spring back up again
Mind the Cyclops worm’s eye view, struck by butterfly stings
With the stones of ages
We fly!

Lunch & Leaves

The grass tickling the bottom of the blanket whilst the sun
smiles at our arrival. We sit; bellies jumping in anticipation as
we smother our hands in disinfectant. The basket is opened
and the banquet revealed - the most succulent fruit glistening
in our beady eyes. Mangoes, bananas, pippin apples and
pomegranate; we tuck in like children given access to the
keys of the candy store.
Roars of laughter and joyous conversation are accompanied
with lip smacking smiles and teeth crunching away.
To the right, a group of children play; jumping in piles of dry
leaves and watching them fly into the air. Behind them, a
young lady, wearing a blue and white polka dotted dress, sits
hunched over, picking daisies from the crown and weaving
them into a beautiful chain, identical to the other that is placed
on her head; a crown crafted by the beauty of nature.
The wind brushes past us, leading the autumn leaves on a
journey of their own. To our left, two more friends arrive. With
them containers full of hot chicken curry and jollof rice - the
steam and spice filling our stomachs.
We eat and laugh till the sun goes to sleep and the cool
breeze gently encourages us to do the same. We obey and go
our separate ways, all of us keen to hold on to the new
memories we have created. We turn our keys in our doors,
take off our shoes, turn on the TV and watch as our Prime
Minister begins his speech.
But this time we are not as afraid or worried because the
grass tickled the bottom of the blanket and the sun smiled at
our arrival. We sat and we filled ourselves to the brim with
food and laughter.
We put our heads down on our beds and sleep peacefully,
knowing that the one thing the pandemic cannot take away is
the memory that we made today.

